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Monte Carlo simulation of x-ray spectra generated
by kilo-electron-volt electrons
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We present a general algorithm for the simulation of x-ray spectra emitted from targets of arbitrary
composition bombarded with kilovolt electron beams. Electron and photon transport is simulated by
means of the general-purpose Monte Carlo codePENELOPE, using the standard, detailed simulation
scheme. Bremsstrahlung emission is described by using a recently proposed algorithm, in which the
energy of emitted photons is sampled from numerical cross-section tables, while the angular
distribution of the photons is represented by an analytical expression with parameters determined by
fitting benchmark shape functions obtained from partial-wave calculations. Ionization of K and L
shells by electron impact is accounted for by means of ionization cross sections calculated from the
distorted-wave Born approximation. The relaxation of the excited atoms following the ionization of
an inner shell, which proceeds through emission of characteristic x rays and Auger electrons, is
simulated until all vacancies have migrated to M and outer shells. For comparison, measurements of
x-ray emission spectra generated by 20 keV electrons impinging normally on multiple bulk targets
of pure elements, which span the periodic system, have been performed using an electron
microprobe. Simulation results are shown to be in close agreement with these measurements.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1545154#
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I. INTRODUCTION

An accurate description of x-ray spectra emitted fro
samples irradiated by kilo-electron-volt~keV! electron
beams is of interest for quantitative electron probe m
croanalysis, especially for the analysis of samples with co
plex geometries~porous media, rough surfaces, submicr
particles, etc.! or under grazing-exit conditions,1, and in gen-
eral for the characterization of medical and analytical x-
sources.2,3 Although, in principle, x-ray spectra can be com
puted from the numerical solution of the electron-transp
equation,4 Monte Carlo~MC! simulation has proven to b
the most suitable method for the calculation of electro
induced x-ray spectra, mostly because it can incorporate
alistic interaction cross sections and can be applied to tar
with complex geometries.

The x-ray emission spectrum generated by keV electr
consists of characteristic peaks superimposed on a con
ous background. The background is caused by bremss
lung photons and, to a lesser extent, by Compton-scatt
characteristic x-rays. Characteristic peaks are produced
rays emitted in radiative transitions of atoms that are ioni
in an inner shell, either by electron impact or by phot
absorption. The calculation of x-ray emission spectra by k
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electrons is generally difficult, mostly because bremsstr
lung emission and inner-shell ionization occur with ve
small probabilities, in comparision with the dominant inte
action mechanisms of elastic scattering and outer-shell
ization ~or excitation!. In practical MC simulations of keV
electron transport, the description of x-ray emission mec
nisms is frequently oversimplified and even disregarded, o
ing to their negligible stopping effect.

Simulations of x-ray spectra generated by keV electro
have been carried out by different authors~e.g., Refs. 5–7!.
In the majority of cases, only the electron transport is
rectly simulated and the photon generation and transpo
described by other means. Moreover, comparison
simulation/calculation results with experimental spectra
usually made in relative terms, e.g., by normalizing the m
sured x-ray spectrum to the same area as the MC result,
to the fact that the conversion of measured spectra to a
lute units requires knowledge of various instrumental para
eters that are usually affected by large uncertainties.

Sempauet al.8 described an algorithm for the simulatio
of coupled electron-photon transport, based on the use o
general-purpose simulation codePENELOPE.9 As noted by the
authors, owing to approximations in the cross sections of
various emission mechanisms, the algorithm was not ap
priate for an accurate simulation of x-ray spectra genera
by keV electrons. Acostaet al.10 further developed the Sem
pauet al. algorithm and improved the generation of chara
teristic x rays by electron impact by using more elabor

il:
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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3845J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 7, 1 April 2003 Llovet et al.
cross sections for K-shell ionization;11 they also improved
the intrinsic angular distribution of emitted bremsstrahlu
photons at low energies by using an analytical approxim
formula derived by Kirkpatrick and Wiedmann12 ~and subse-
quently modified by Statham!.5 Although the simulation re-
sults of Acostaet al.10 were in fair agreement with measure
absolute spectra, the adopted bremsstrahlung angular d
bution was not yet accurate enough for quantitat
purposes.13 Moreover, the simulation code allowed only th
simulation of K x rays, as the adopted electron-impact io
ization cross sections were not appropriate for L and ou
shells.

Recently, Acostaet al.14 have proposed an algorithm fo
the simulation of bremsstrahlung emission in which~i! the
energy of emitted photons is sampled from numeri
energy-loss spectra obtained from the scaled cross-se
tables of Seltzer and Berger15 and~ii ! the angular distribution
is described by an analytical expression with parameters
termined by fitting the benchmark partial-wave shape fu
tions of Kissel, Quarles and Pratt.16 Segui et al.,17 on the
other hand, have developed a computer code for calcula
electron-impact ionization cross sections of neutral atoms
ing the distorted-wave Born approximation~DWBA!. In the
energy range of interest, DWBA calculations are formida
difficult, not only because of the very slow numerical co
vergence of the partial-wave series, but also because ra
integrals must be calculated with high accuracy to prev
the accumulation of numerical errors. The calculation p
gram of Seguiet al.17 overcomes these difficulties and repr
duces experimental ionization cross section measuremen
both K and L shells satisfactorily, as has been recen
shown18,19 for selected elements.

In the present article we describe an MC algorithm
the simulation of x-ray spectra emitted from targets bo
barded by keV electrons, which incorporates the Aco
et al.14 simulation of bremsstrahlung emission together w
K- and L-shell ionization cross sections obtained from
DWBA calculations of Seguiet al..17 The relaxation of ion-
ized atoms is simulated by using transition probabilities fr
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Evaluat
Atomic Data Library~EADL!.20 As in our previous studies
the transport of electrons and photons is described by
standard, detailed method using the latest version of
general-purpose MC codePENELOPE.21 To validate the simu-
lation scheme, we have performed absolute measuremen
x-ray emission spectra generated by 20 keV electron be
impinging normally on single-element targets using an el
tron microprobe. Measurements were performed on tar
of 14 elements, which span the periodic system. Simula
results agree well with measured absolute spectra in the
ton energy range between;3 and;15 keV, where the ef-
ficiency of the Si~Li ! detector is approximately constant.

II. SIMULATION OF X-RAY EMISSION SPECTRA

A. Electron penetration and slowing down

Elastic scattering of electrons is simulated by using
modified Wentzel~MW! model. The MW differential cross
section~DCS! is expressed as a combination of the Went
Downloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject to A
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~screened Rutherford! DCS and a simple correcting distribu
tion, which is either a fixed-angle distribution~a delta distri-
bution! or a large-angle triangle distribution~for further de-
tails, see Ref. 21!. The MW DCS model contains thre
parameters that are determined in such a way that the m
free path between collisions and the mean and the varia
of the angular deflection in each elastic collision are identi
with the values obtained from a realistic numerical DCS. T
model is thus completely determined by the values of
mean free path and the first and second transport mean
paths, which have been calculated for all elements usin
partial-wave method with the Dirac-Hartree-Fock field, co
rected for exchange effects.22

Inelastic collisions are described in terms of the analy
cal DCS derived from the Lijlequist–Sternheimer gener
ized oscillator strength~GOS! model. In this model, the ion-
ization of each atomic electron shell is described by a sin
d oscillator, whose ‘‘resonance energy’’ is set in such a w
that the mean ionization energy tabulated by Berger
Seltzer23 is reproduced. The model yields stopping powe
that coincide with the values recommended by Berger
Seltzer for energies above 10 keV, and is expected to rem
accurate for much smaller energies, down to a few hund
electron volts. However, inner-shell ionization cross sectio
obtained from the Lijlequist–Sternheimer GOS model a
only roughly approximate. Although their use in a Mon
Carlo code is permissible, as inner-shell ionization is a lo
probability process and has a very weak effect on the glo
electron-transport properties, the Lijlequist–Sternheim
GOS model is not appropriate for simulating inner-shell io
ization and the subsequent emission of characteristic x r
To overcome this difficulty we will consider inner-shell ion
ization as an independent interaction process, which ha
effect on the projectile, and describe it using the more ela
rate DWBA cross sections~see below!.

B. Simulation of bremsstrahlung emission

The simulation of bremsstrahlung emission is perform
by using the algorithm developed by Acostaet al..14 To be
more specific, we consider the bremsstrahlung DCS for e
trons of kinetic energyE in an amorphous, single-elemen
medium of atomic numberZ. After integrating over the an-
gular deflection of the projectile, the DCS depends only
the energyW of the emitted photon and on the direction
emission, represented by the polar angleu relative to the
direction of the projectile, and can be expressed as

d2s

dW d~cosu!
5

ds

dW
p~Z, E, k; cosu!, ~1!

wherek[W/E is the reduced energy of the photon,ds/dW
is the energy-loss DCS, differential only in the energy of t
emitted photon andp(Z, E, k; cosu) is the shape function
i.e., the probability distribution function~pdf! of cosu for
given values ofE andk ~normalized to unity!.

The scaled bremsstrahlung DCS is defined
(b2/Z2)Wds/dW, whereb5v/c is the velocity of the elec-
tron in units of speed of light. Seltzer and Berger15,24 pro-
duced extensive tables of the scaled DCS for all the elem
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. Electron impact K-shell ionization cross section for Fe~a! and La x-ray production cross section for Au~b! vs incident electron energy. Solid line
are results from distorted-wave ionization cross sections calculated by Seguiet al.17 Symbols are experimental data from different sources.19,30–33,25,35
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(Z51292) and for electron energies from 1 keV to 10 Ge
which constitute the most reliable theoretical representa
of bremsstrahlung energy spectra available at present. In
present study, the scaled DCS is obtained from Seltzer
Bergers’s database,15 and tabulated for a dense grid of ele
tron kinetic energies, allowing accurate~and fast! linear in-
terpolation in the variable lnE.

For the angular distribution of emitted photon
p(Z, E, k; cosu), we use the following expression:14

p~cosu!5A
3

8 F11S cosu2b8

12b8 cosu
D 2G 12b82

~12b8 cosu!2

1~12A!
3

4 F12S cosu2b8

12b8 cosu
D 2G

3
12b82

~12b8 cosu!2
, ~2!

with b85b(11B). The parametersA andB are determined,
by least-squares fitting, for the 144 combinations of atom
number, electron energy, and reduced photon energy co
sponding to the benchmark partial-wave shape functions
culated by Kissel, Quarles, and Pratt.16 The quantities
ln(AZb) and Bb vary smoothly withZ, b, and k and are
obtained by cubic spline interpolation of their values for t
benchmark cases. This permits the fast evaluation of
shape function for any combination ofZ, b, and k. More-
over, the random sampling of the photon direction, i.e.,
cosu, is performed by means of a simple and fast analyti
algorithm.14

C. Inner-shell ionization

As already mentioned, the GOS model used to desc
inelastic collisions is only appropriate for accounting for t
average effect of such collisions on the primary electron.
obtain reliable inner-shell ionization distributions, more re
istic cross sections for this process must be considered.

A consistent model for the simulation of x-ray emissi
must account for the following features of the process:~1!
space distribution of inner-shell ionization along the proje
tile’s track; ~2! relative probabilities of ionizing various
Downloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject to A
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atomic electron shells, and~3! energies and emission prob
abilities of the electrons and x-rays released through the
excitation cascade of the ionized atom. To determine the
cation of ionizing events and the atomic shell that is ioniz
we only need to consider total cross sections for ionization
individual inner shells. Here, we will adopt the DWBA cros
sections computed by Seguiet al..17

To give a feel for the reliability of these DWBA ioniza
tion cross sections, in Fig. 1 we compare results from exp
mental measurements of K-shell ionization cross section
Fe and La x-ray production cross section (sLa) for Au, with
DWBA calculations. La x-ray production cross section
were obtained by combining the corresponding ionizat
cross sectionssLi for the different L subshells using the for
mula ~see, e.g.,25!

sLa5
GM4,52L3

GTotal2L3

vL3
@sL3

1 f 23sL2
1~ f 131 f 12f 23!sL1

#,

~3!

whereGM4,52L3
andGTotal2L3

are the x-ray emission rates fo
the La line (M4,52L3 transition! and for all L lines
(M ,N,O2L3 transitions!, respectively,vL3

is the fluores-
cence yield for the L3 shell andf i j are the Coster–Kronig
transition probabilities. These parameters were obtained
combining the corresponding transition probabilities e
tracted from the EADL.20

D. Atomic relaxation

In the present study, we simulate the emission of ch
acteristic x-rays that result from vacancies produced in
shells and L subshells by photoelectric absorption, Comp
scattering, and electron impact. These processes may l
the target atom in an ionized state with a vacancy in an in
shell ~the probability of direct multiple ionization is negligi
bly small!. We assume that the atomic relaxation proces
independent of the mechanism by which the initial vacan
is created. In the simulation code, the relaxation of inn
shell vacancies is followed until the K and L shells are fill
up, i.e., until the vacancies have migrated to M and ou
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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3847J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 7, 1 April 2003 Llovet et al.
shells. Vacancies in these outer shells originate much
energetic secondary radiation~Auger electrons and x-rays!,
which only contributes in the low-energy portion of the x-r
spectrum.

The relaxation cascade is a sequence of~i! radiative tran-
sitions S0–S1~an electron from the S1 shell fills the vacan
in the S0 shell, leaving a hole in the S1 shell! and ~ii ! non-
radiative transitions S0–S1–S2~an electron from the S1
shell fills the vacancy in the S0 shell, and the released en
is taken away by an electron in the S2 shell; this proc
leaves two vacancies, in the S1 and S2 shells!. Nonradiative
transitions of the type LI – LJ– Xq, which involve an elec-
tron transition between two L subshells and the ejection o
electron from an outer shell Xq are known as L shell Coster–
Kronig transitions.

For each element in the medium, the information used
simulate the relaxation cascade consists of a table of pos
transitions, transition probabilities, and energies of the
leased x-rays and electrons, for ionized atoms with a sin
vacancy in the K shell or in an L subshell. The energies
x-rays emitted in the radiative transitions are taken fr
Bearden.34 For Auger emission, the energy of the emergi
electron is obtained as the difference between the ioniza
energies of the shells involved. It is also assumed that
presence of additional vacancies, in the same or other sh
does not affect the emission energies. This assump
amounts to neglecting the relaxation of the emitting io
Therefore, our approach will not produce L-shell satell
structures, which arise from the filling of a vacancy in
doubly ionized L shell~generated, e.g., by a Coster–Kron
transition!, and release energy that is slightly different fro
the energy liberated when the shell contains only a sin
vacancy~because of the reduced screening of the nuc
charge due to the additional hole!. As mentioned previously
multiple ionization is not considered and therefore our
proach cannot produce the so-called hypersatellite lin
which arise when the ionization event leaves the atom w
two holes in the same shell.

The transition probabilities are extracted from t
EADL.20 It is also worth recalling that such transition pro
abilities are approximate. For K shells they are expected
be accurate to within one percent or so, but for outer sh
they are subject to much larger uncertainties.26 Even the
L-shell fluorescence yield~the sum of radiative transition
probabilities for a vacancy in the L shell! is uncertain by
about 20%~see, e.g., Refs. 20 and 39!.

The simulation of the relaxation cascade is performed
follows. The transition that fills the initial vacancy is ran
domly selected according to the adopted transition proba
ties, by using Walker’s aliasing method.27,28 This transition
leaves the ion with one or two vacancies. If the energy of
emitted characteristic x-ray or Auger electron is larger th
the corresponding absorption energy~i.e. the energy at which
the tracking of particles is discontinued!, the state variables
of the particle are stored in the secondary stack~which con-
tains the initial states of all particles produced during
current shower that have not yet been simulated!. The gen-
eration of the cascade continues by repeating the proces
each remaining vacancy. It ends either when the K shell
Downloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject to A
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L subshells have been filled up or when there is not eno
energy to produce ‘‘active’’ radiation, with energy larger tha
the absorption energy. The excitation energy of the resid
ion is assumed to be deposited locally.

It is important to bear in mind that we are disregardi
the emission and transport of soft x-rays and slow electro
This sets a lower limit to the photon energies for which t
present code is applicable. In principle, simulation results
expected to be reliable only for photons with energies lar
than the ionization energy of the M1 subshell of the heav
element present~125 eV for copper, 720 eV for silver, 3.4
keV for gold, and 5.5 keV for uranium!.

E. Photon transport

The considered photon interactions are coherent~Ray-
leigh! scattering, incoherent~Compton! scattering, and pho-
toelectric absorption. The cross sections implemented
PENELOPEare given by simple analytical formulas, with pa
rameters determined from fits to updated interaction d
from different sources. The DCS for coherent scattering
obtained from the Born approximation, with the atomic for
factor given by a simple rational expression with paramet
determined from a fit to the numerical form factors tabula
by Hubbell et al.37 Compton scattering is simulated b
means of the relativistic impulse approximation,36 which ac-
counts for Doppler broadening and binding effects. Pho
electric cross sections, are obtained by interpolation in
table generated with theXCOM program of Berger and
Hubbell.38,40 All random variables are generated by usi
purely analytical expressions, so that the structure of
simulation code is very simple.

F. Simulation algorithm

As already mentioned, our simulations are based on
general-purpose simulation codePENELOPE,20 which is avail-
able from the Nuclear Energy Agency Data Bank.29 The
bremsstrahlung simulation algorithm and the description
the atomic relaxation cascade described above have
implemented into the latest version ofPENELOPE.

Although PENELOPEcan simulate electron tracks using
mixed procedure in which soft interactions are described
means of a multiple scattering approach, in the present s
we operate the code in the detailed simulation mode,
electron histories are generated interaction by interact
The transport of photons is also described by the conv
tional detailed method. To improve the efficiency of th
simulation, we apply interaction forcing21 to both character-
istic and bremsstrahlung emission processes. That is, we
tificially shorten the mean free paths for these interactio
and, accordingly, we redefine the weights of the genera
secondary particles to keep the simulation results unbias

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

X-ray spectra were acquired from thick samples of t
elements Be, C, Si, Ti, Ni, Fe, Ge, Zr, Te, W, Pt, and Au
a CAMECA SX-50 electron microprobe, using a 20 ke
electron beam at normal incidence. The spectra of emerg
x-rays were analyzed with a Si~Li ! energy-dispersive x-ray
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Simulated~solid line! and experimental~dots! absolute x-ray spectra from berillium~a!, silicon ~b!, and titanium~c! generated by 20 keV electron
beams at normal incidence.

FIG. 3. Simulated~solid line! and experimental~dots! absolute x-ray spectra from iron~a!, germanium~b!, and zirconium~c! generated by 20 keV electron
beams at normal incidence.
Downloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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spectrometer, located in a direction forming an angle of
with the sample surface~take-off angle!. Therefore, the x-ray
emission angle is 130° with respect to the incident elect
beam~i.e., reflection configuration!. According to the manu-
facturer’s specifications, the Si~Li ! crystal is 3 mm thick and
has an active area of approximately 12.5 mm2. The detector
has a 7-mm-thick beryllium window and a contact gold laye
0.02mm thick. The thickness of the Si dead layer is 0.1mm.
The emerging photon beam is collimated with a diaphra
~300 mm in diameter! placed in front of the beryllium win-
dow, at 53 mm from the target. This minimizes spurio
x-ray peaks caused by electrons backscattered onto the
piece of the final lens of the microprobe column and ot
objects near the specimen. Probe currents were meas
using a Faraday cup placed on the sample holder, and w
chosen so as to yield a counting rate below 1000 counts
second, thus minimizing pulse pile-up effects. Typical acq
sition times were about 1 h.

Acquired x-ray spectra were converted into absolute
tensity units, i.e., number of photons emitted per unit ene
interval and unit solid angle per incident~bombarding! elec-
tron, by using the equation

N~E!5
Nch

N0 «~E! DV DE
, ~4!

where Nch is the number of counts in a particular photo
energy channel,N0 is the total number of incident electron
DV is the solid angle subtended by the x-ray detector,DE is
the energy channel width, and«(E) is the detector effi-
ciency; a function of the photon energy. The number of
cident electronsN0 was evaluated by multiplying the prob
currentI 0 by the acquisition timet. The width of the photon
energy channelDE of the spectra is given by the energ
dispersive spectrometer software. The solid angleDV was
computed asA/d2, whereA is the area of the entrance ape
ture of the collimator, andd is the distance between th
sample and the collimator. An estimation of the efficiency
the Si~Li ! detector, using nominal values of the berilliu
window and crystal size, indicated that it is constant a
close to unity in the photon energy range between 3 and
keV.41,42 The limited information available on the intern
structure of the Si~Li ! detector did not allow us to estimat
accurately the drop in efficiency outside this range. Hen
comparisons of simulated and measured spectra are m
ingful only in the indicated interval of photon energies.

Uncertainties from counting statistics ranged typica
from 3 to 8 % for the continuous component of the spec
and were 1–2 % for most of the characteristic peaks. Us
the values forA and d quoted by the manufacturer, the u
certainty inDV was estimated to be less than 2%. The nu
ber of incident electrons was estimated to be accurate
within 2%. Other sources of systematic uncertainty, such
those associated with the take-off angle and target uni
mity, are considered to be negligible. The various error c
tributions, added in quadrature, lead to an overall uncerta
of about 4–8 % for the continuous component of experim
tal spectra and less than 3% for the characteristic peaks
Downloaded 09 Jun 2010 to 161.116.168.169. Redistribution subject to A
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To account for the response of the detector, simula
spectra were convoluted with a Gaussian distribution with
energy-dependent full width at half maximum~FWHM!. The
variation of the FWHM with the photon energy was es
mated from measured x-ray spectra from different p
specimens, whose characteristic K x-ray energies span
region between 1–15 keV.

When comparing measured x-ray spectra with simu
tion results the following features should be considered.
the one hand, as mentioned previously, modeling of
physical processes in the simulation code is limited to en
gies larger than the ionization energy of the M1 subshel
the heaviest element present. As a consequence, M line
the heaviest elements will not appear in the simulated sp
tra. On the other hand, we must recall that measured spe
are affected by various artifacts, such as incomplete cha
collection, pulse pile-up, escape peaks, and sum peaks41,42

which cannot be totally avoided and whose effects are
included in the simulations.

In Figs. 2, 3, 4 we compare simulated and measu
x-ray spectra generated by 20 keV electrons impinging
normal incidence on thick Be, Si, Ti, Fe, Ge, Zr, Te, W, a
Pt targets. As indicated above, the comparison is meanin
only for the photon energy range from 3 to 15 keV, where
detector efficiency is nearly independent of the photon
ergy and close to unity. In general, agreement between si
lation results and measurements is seen to be satisfac
This agreement provides evidence for the reliability of t
adopted interaction cross sections and for the accuracy o
simulation algorithm implemented inPENELOPE.

However, closer examination of the figures reveals t
there are some systematic differences between simula
and experiment. In fact, if we rescale some of the experim
tal spectra, by dividing them by a constant so as to have
same area as the corresponding simulated spectrum in
range 3-15 keV, agreement between simulation and exp
ment improves. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which compar
simulated and experimental spectra in the above-mentio
photon energy range for C, Ni, and W. In the case of Ni a
W, the experimental spectra were divided by factors 1.06
1.10, respectively, whereas for C, no rescaling was nee
By and large, the factors required to improve agreement
tween simulation and experiment seem to increase slig
with the target atomic number. Indeed, for the low-Z ele-
ments Be, C, and Si no systematic differences between s
lation and experiment are observed, for medium-Z elements
~Ti to Zr! differences are about 6-7 %, whereas for highZ
elements~Te to Au! experimental results are about;10%
higher than simulation results.

The origin of these systematic andZ-dependent differ-
ences remains unclear. Presumably they could arise from
accuracies in the adopted bremsstrahlung cross section
from an instrumental artifact~a possible cause could be th
electrons backscattered from the sample reach the detec!.
On the basis of the work of Kisselet al.,16 the electron-
nucleus component of the adopted scaled bremsstrah
cross section is considered to be accurate to within 10
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Simulated~solid line! and experimental~dots! absolute x-ray spectra from tellurium~a!, gold ~b!, and platinum~c! generated by 20 keV electron beam
at normal incidence.

FIG. 5. Simulated~solid line! and experimental~dots! x-ray spectra from carbon~a!, nickel ~b!, and tungsten~c! generated by 20 keV electron beams
normal incidence. In the case of nickel and tungsten, experimental spectra have been divided by a factor of 1.06 and 1.10, respectively.
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There is also an uncertainty associated with the electr
electron contribution to the scaled bremsstrahlung cross
tion, whose relative importance increases when the ato
number decreases~roughly asZ21). It is also worth men-
tioning that the adopted shape functions~intrinsic angular
distributions! pertain to the electron-nucleus bremsstrahlu
i.e., we have implicitly considered that the shape function
electron–electron bremsstrahlung is the same as for
nuclear component. Inaccuracies in the shape function wo
have an impact in the high-energy portion of the spectru
near the bremsstrahling tip, as photons with energy clos
that of the incident electron beam can only be emitted in
early stages of the penetration and slowing down proc
when electrons still move essentially with their initial ener
and in the direction of incidence. Under these circumstan
the detector ‘‘sees’’ the bremsstrahlung DCS withu.130°.
Alternatively, let us assume that some of the electrons ba
scattered from the sample cross the Be window~and reach
the sensitive volume of the detector! and/or generate brems
strahlung within the Be window and the aperture. If s
whatever the origin, the ‘‘spurious’’ radiation will be de
tected as a smooth background in the x-ray spectrum
pointed out by Statham.5,42 As the number of backscattere
electrons increases with atomic number, we cannot rule
the possibility that the observed differences, which also
crease with the atomic number of the target, are partially
to ‘‘spurious’’ radiation caused by electron backscattering

As seen in Figs. 2–5, some small discrepancies in
intensities of simulated and measured characteristic pe
are also observed. These differences are partially due to
uncertainties of the adopted ionization cross sections and
laxation parameters, as well as to the spectral artifacts m
tioned above, namely, incomplete charge collection, pu
pile-up, and sum peaks. For the heavy elements W, Au,
Pt, the intensity of the Lb17 peak is overestimated in th
simulated spectra, as is shown in Fig. 5~c! for W. For the
same elements, a slight systematic shift of simulatedg
peaks is also observed@see again Fig. 5~c!#. This shift origi-
nates from inaccuracies in the x-ray energies of the ado
database,34 and could be amended by simply redefining t
corresponding entries in the database.
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